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Executive Summary 

 
Our Point of View paper describes what we believe are the fundamental flaws in the 
Regional Government Review announced on January 15, 2019. Our concerns and 
criticisms are directed at the process and not at the personal qualities and capabilities of 
the two special advisors, Michael Fenn and Ken Seiling. 
 
This process has four fundamental and serious flaws. 
 
1. Amalgamation Suspicions, Hidden Agendas, and a Lack of Trust 
 
The mandate of the special advisors directs them to focus on several questions 
including “Are two-tier structures appropriate for all of these municipalities?”. If the 
special advisors conclude that the two-tier structure is inappropriate, they have two 
choices for their recommendations (1) amalgamation or (2) de-amalgamation. Yet 
government spokespeople continue to insist that this is not an exercise to amalgamate 
municipalities. 
 
The government is not being transparent with the residents who will have to fund the 
costs of any structural change or amalgamation through either increased taxes or 
increased debt. The suspicion about the government’s intentions regarding 
amalgamation is destroying trust and damaging the credibility of the review process. A 
credible process needs to be open and transparent. At the opening bell, this review 
process has failed that test. 
 
2. An Unrealistic Timetable to “Assess” our 2-tier Government Structure 
 
The two special advisors spent no more than a few hours with the Halton Regional 
Chair and the Mayors of Oakville, Burlington, Milton, and Halton Hills to assess whether 
the two-tier government structure is appropriate and whether it is operating efficiently 
and effectively. Five separate meetings were scheduled on the same day, and each 
Head of Council had only thirty minutes with the two special advisors. No further 
meetings are planned to review these five governments that employ about 4,000 people 
and had a combined revenue of $2 billion in 2017.  
 
How can this process yield any meaningful assessments of the appropriateness of our 
regional structure, the operating effectiveness and efficiency of our regional and 
municipal governments, and their decision-making and governance practices?    
 
 
3. No Time for a Credible Detailed “Analysis”  
 
The mandate for the special advisors requires them to review municipal service delivery 
and to address whether there are opportunities to more efficiently allocate service 
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responsibilities, eliminate any duplication of activities, and identify areas for cost 
savings.    
 
Developing meaningful answers to these issues requires a detailed inquiry, 
consultation, and analysis. Within the short timeframe set out by the Province, a 
credible analysis will be impossible.      
 
4. Inadequate Consultation with the People Who will Bear the Costs 
 
It is clear where the government places its priorities with respect to the people they want 
engaged, namely the regional chairs, mayors, municipal associations, upper tier 
councils but not second-tier councils.  
 
The only opportunity that residents have to express their views is through an online 
survey. This is not a meaningful public consultation process over a critical issue where 
these stakeholders will bear the costs of any structural changes. The message is clear: 
their opinions are not considered to be important or relevant.  
 
It is critical that residents have meaningful opportunities to convey their views, ideas, 
and concerns to the special advisors and the government decision-makers. Their voices 
must be heard. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The two advisors are very knowledgeable people with extensive public sector 
experience. Their meetings with the regional and local governments across the province 
may generate many good ideas on how to improve their governance, and decision-
making and operating efficiency and effectiveness. A compilation of these ideas 
together with the insights of the advisors could be very valuable to governments across 
Ontario. 
 
BUT the advisors do not have adequate time to perform the detailed inquiry, 
consultation, and analysis required to make meaningful recommendations concerning 
structural changes or amalgamations. Consequently, the Province should not make any 
decisions that would impose structural or other changes (i.e. amalgamations) on 
regional and municipal governments based on this review. 
 
It is the taxpayers, and not the Province, who will pay for the costs of any rushed 
changes to our governing councils or regional amalgamations that are imposed by the 
Province. They will also bear the costs of bad decisions which research tells us is a high 
probability based on the past experiences of other municipal amalgamations. 
 
Taxpayers must therefore have the ability to accept or reject any proposed 
structural changes to municipal governments in their region.   
 


